ARM Based Development - Video course

COURSE OUTLINE

- The goal of this course is to teach all the assembly instructions of ARM7TDMI processor and its internal functioning, enabling students to understand any other processor architectures at ease.
- Provide good understanding of how coprocessors are interfaced with ARM core and how coprocessors can be programmed.
- Provide an in-depth understanding of the Floating point representation and the VFP coprocessor implementation in particular.
- Cover the details of cache architectures, AMBA bus, virtual memory management concepts with the detailed explanation on the Memory Management Unit (MMU) and Memory Protection Unit (MPU).
- Give good overview of various peripherals used with ARM core and its basic functioning.
- Touch upon later versions of ARM7 processor and their features and new developments.

Learning outcomes:

- Understand ARM7TDMI assembly instructions and their formats and usage.
- Become very good in writing ARM7 based assembly level programs.
- Ability to understand how various coprocessors are interfaced in an SoC.
- Become very conversant and knowledgeable in cache design, virtual memory and memory protection concepts and their implementation details in a typical SoC designs.
- Have a good understanding on AMBA bus architecture, various HW peripherals in SoCs and how they can be used or to be designed.
- Good understanding and issues to be handled in using any processor SW tools chain for embedded software solution development.

COURSE DETAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>ARM Introduction and Pipeline structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of computer Architectures, ISA's and ARM History. Embedded System Software and Hardware, stack implementation in ARM, Endianness, condition codes. Processor core VS CPU core, ARM7TDMI Interface signals, Memory Interface, Bus Cycle types, Register set, Operational Modes. Instruction Format, ARM Core Data Flow Model, ARM 3 stage Pipeline, ARM family attribute comparison. ARM 5 stage Pipeline, Pipeline Hazards, Data forwarding - a hardware solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>ARM7TDMI assembly instructions and modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>ARM Coprocessor Interface and VFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARM coprocessor interface and Instructions, Coprocessor Instructions, data Processign Instruction, data transfers, register transfers. Number representations, floating point representation (IEEE754). Flynn's Taxonomy, SIMD and Vector Processors, Vector Floating Point Processor (VFP), VFP and ARM interactions, An example vector operation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 4  | Cache and Memory Management and |
### Protection


### 5 ARM tools and Peripherals

ARM Development Environment, Arm Procedure Call Standard (APCS), Example C program. Embedded software Development, Image structure, linker inputs and outputs, memory map, application startup. AMBA Overview, Typical AMAB Based Microcontroller, AHB bus features, AHB Bus transfers, APB bus transfers, APB bridge. DMA, Peripherals, Programming Peripherals in ARM. ARM ISAs, ARMv5, ARMv6, ARM v7, big.little technology, ARMv8. ARM ISAs, ARMv5, ARMv6, ARM v7, big.little technology, ARMv8.

### References:

1. Instructor reference material
2. ARM System Developers Guide, Designing and Optimizing System Software, by Andrew N. SLOSS, Dominic SYMES and Chris WRIGHT, ELSEVIER, 3004
5. Manuals and Technical Documents from the ARM Inc, web site.